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Abstract 

How to have a better mining and use of information in the cloud computing 

environment constitutes  the direction of current research in the field of cloud computing; 

this paper introduces support vector machine (SVM) concept in the cloud computing data 

mining, introduces a penalty factor in the SVM, and improves SVM data mining 

algorithms. The constructed Map / Reduce model by the concept of featured multi-tree 

conducted the validation of the model. Simulation results show that data mining methods 

of this model have effectively improved the accuracy and the time of information mining, 

hence have some practical significance.  
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1. Introduction  

The growing exponentially cloud computing data no doubt poses a severe challenge to 

cloud computing data mining [1]. In the cloud computing, the data mining is based on a 

comprehensive analysis of different cloud nodes; people find the value of the information in 

the process of information mining, hence conduct processing information in cloud 

computing environment and provide a favorable data analysis for decision-making 

departments. How to dig out the information needed for the reader out of vast amounts of 

data in cloud computing environment, is a realistic problem indeed to be resolved. 

At present, the commonly used data mining algorithms are neural networks, decision 

trees and Bayesian networks [2]; most methods conduct data mining under distributed 

environment, hence these data mining algorithms take up large storage space, increase 

network load,and extend the response time [3-4]. Literature [5] proposed a data mining 

algorithm based on dynamic cloud computing model, and simulation results show that the 

algorithm has certain advantages in terms of handling massive amounts of data. Literature 

[6] proposed an efficient data mining framework on Hadoop, using the database to simulate 

the chain structure, managing the excavated knowledge. Literature [7] proposed a cloud 

computing network health assessment method based on support vector machine. Simulation 

results show the feasibility of the method. Literature [8] by using the support vector 

machines in coal industry under the cloud computing conditions, effectively conducted 

mining and analysis for coal data and achieved some results. 

 

2. Related Knowledge  
 

2.1 Support Vector Machines  

Support vector machine (referred to as SVM) is a machine learning method based on the 

VC theory, whose basic idea is to rely on a hyperplane as a decision, and make the 

maximum distance between the positive and negative modes. Relying on the optimal 

classification surface, SVM has been built up; the optimal classification surface has 

correctly separated the classified surfaces, while maintaining the maximum spacing between 

classification surfaces; the vector closest to the optimal classified hyperplane becomes 
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support vector.  

The optimal partition hyperplane is calculate and described as a conditional extremum 

problem, obtaining the optimal solution by Lagrange function saddle point: 
21
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By kernel function theorem, the optimal solution must satisfy the following conditions 
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In equation (2), under normal circumstances, the default value of 
ia  is 1, the result of w is 

nonzero of 
ix .  The support vector machine takes the training data set as a unit to describe 

the features of unit of data; in aspects of making the equivalent classification and 

segmentation data sets, vector machine occupies a very small part. 

 

2.2 Data Mining in the Cloud Computing Environment  

Currently, data mining in the cloud computing environments relies on web logs as a 

study, by Web data mining techniques to understand and analyze the daily behavior of the 

user; log mining in the cloud computing environment is divided into: (1) classification 

analysis, mainly conducts classification and analysis of user behavior characteristics under 

cloud computing conditions; (2) association rules analysis,  to analyze the user pages 

behavior under cloud computing environment; (3) frequent sequence access analysis: to 

analyze users frequently access under cloud computing condition, hence obtain access 

behavior patterns of users in the cloud computing,  understand in-depth importance of the 

relevant page, and  improve the operating effectiveness of Web site; but because of the cloud 

itself has a broad distribution, it tends to have large volumes of data, and is widely 

distributed with heterogeneous structure, and the data is in real-time transformation, hence 

has greatly increased the complexity of the data structure, and brings difficulty to data 

mining in cloud computing. Especially in the data mining process, the constant and multiple 

access to databases presents new requirements to data mining in cloud computing 

environment. 

 

2.3 Map / Reduce Model  

Map / Reduce model in cloud computing environment is a distributed model; in 

dealing with a large amount of data it has been widely used [9]. Principle of Map / 

Reduce model is by using  Map function to divide the input process into a large number of 

data pieces, and the data segment units will be delivered to the computer for processing; 

by Reduce function the processed data fragments  will be integrated together, and finally 

output a summary; in Map / Reduce model, Master  is responsible for task scheduling and 

sharing the data between the node; Worker is primarily responsible for  task processing 

and data processing in cloud computing [10-11]. As shown in Figure 1 
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Figure 1. Map / Reduce Model 

3. SVM in Cloud Computing Model Environment  
 

3.1 Support Vector Machines with the Introduction of Penalty Factor  

This paper has first introduced in the SVM penalty factor i , assuming that ix represents 

the input vector, F  is high-dimensional inner product space; feature vector iz F ,

( )i iz x , in which  is the characteristic function, kernel function is 

( , ) ( ) ( )i l i lk x x x x  . Then SVM optimization problems related to optimization features 

are: 
2

min1 2
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In Equation (4), iz  means linearly separable; after the introduction of the penalty factor, 

related optimization problems have been transferred as: 
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3.2 Introduction of Distributed Support Vector Machines in Cloud Computing Model  

When the data is large-scale in cloud computing system, the calculating process of SVM 

requires a very large amount of calculation, therefore, the data in this paper proposes using 

cloud computing-based distributed SVM classification algorithm for large-scale, complex 

cloud data, and the algorithm steps are as follows:  

(1) assign data records of cloud computing environment to different computing nodes, and 

use the target equation of the improved support vector machines function: 
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(2) In each computing nodes, respectively, to calculate the equation value of for each node 
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(3) After the ix
 calculation of each node, merge summation the corresponding intermediate 

equations values of each computing node, and according to the Lagrange function factor 

vectors to obtain partial differential evaluation of three middle equations, namely: 
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(4) According to (3), the expression result is 0, resulting in the value of the optimal solution 

ix .  

 

4. Mining Algorithms Introduced Support Vector Machine based on 

Map / Reduce Model  
 

4.1 Algorithm Steps Description 

The algorithm is distributed computing framework based on Map / Reduce model, using 

three selection algorithm to obtain overall frequent item sets of data;  in the cloud computing 

environment the documentation set is the documents collection to be dealt with  under the 

assumption in the cloud computing environment. Take 
1 2 3{ , , }nD txt doc excel  as an 

example, steps are as follows: 

Step 1: According to the contents of the document collection, using the Map function to 

convert the data block ( ) ,i i nif D c D  ; through Reduce function it is expressed as

( ) ,i i nif D c D ， , ( )i nic f D   

 Step 2: in the output , ( )i nic f D we introduce equation (6) to calculate object equation 

for each document niD ; and introduce equation (7) to calculate the optimal solution set of 

the document: 1 2 3{ , , }xn x x xD txt doc excel . 

Step 3: take ( )xnf D  in Step 2 as the second entry of Map function, and then get Map 

function processing data block ( ) , ( )xn xi xnf D c f D   

Step 4: Repeat steps 2-3 until iterations reach 4.  

 

4.2 Algorithm Implementation 

In this paper, we use three selections algorithm in the Map / Reduce model to get overall 

frequent item sets, the algorithm implementation is as follows: 

1: A variety of documents in cloud 

computing , Dn={txt1,doc2,excel3……},N=3 

2:while(N<3) 

3:{Map(); 

4: for(i=1;i<n;i++) 
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5:   Fre(i)=Fre(i-1)+1; 

6: ouput(doci,Fre(<cxi,docxi>)); 

7: λj=λi﹒Frequency(i); 

8:  Endfor 

9: EndMap 

10:Reduce() 

11:Input(doci,Fre(<cxi,docxi>)); 

12:for(cxi∈record(docxi)) 

13:output(cxi,Fre(cxi,docxi>));      

14:endReduce; 

15:
2 2( ) min1 2

2
xi i

k

c
f c w x    

16: Fre(cxi)→cxi 

17:N=N+1 

18:EndWhile 

 

4.3 Algorithms Example 

To further illustrate the usefulness of the proposed model in this paper, the author 

introduced of  the concept of characteristics multi-tree from Lhe literature [12] : nodes 

(excluding leaf nodes) of each layer of characteristics multi-tree correspond to a collection 

of the feature properties; the side corresponds to different values of the data characteristics, 

and data characteristics is corresponding the sides of multi-tree. The result of node storage is 

the value of multi-tree; each node in the multi-tree saves a certain value and the number of 

records.  

Steps are as follows: 

1: Input: training samples are distributed in sub-

nodes of cloud computing, labeled as X = {X1, 

X2 ... Xn}, reflecting support vector collection ETi 

of X1, X2 ... Xn; node weights in descending order, 

E = {E1, E2 ... En},  

2: Output: SVMN of cloud feature multi-tree   

3: Content: :For k=1 to N 

4:           If(k==1) 

5: / / from N to get all Count (N) values of E1 and 

the number of records, and then create a node 

Enodei according to statistics  

6:      
N

SVM

SVM

n

i

n

1n




  1  

7:For k=1 to Count(N)    

8:   ENodekj(value,Count)=CreateTree(EN,) 

9:EndFo 

10:else 

11:// Get the statistical value of ETi that meet the 

conditions of each node C(N,  and the number of 

records;  create node ENodekj based on the results of 

values respectively.  

12:For k=1 to Count(N) 

13:    For j=1 to C(N) 

14:       ENodekj[Count]=CreateTree(Ek,,SVMn) 

15:          SVMN+1=CreateTree(ETi)   
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16:   1
1

( )
n

n

i
n

f SVM

SVM
N


 


 

17:     EndFor 

18:EndFor 

 

5. Experimental Simulation  

This algorithm uses Cloudsim platform and selects network centry of the author’s 

institute; the author has selected three supermarket near the school as cloud, and the 

supermarket information will be seen as a classification problem; set N  given training 

samples ( , )m

i i i if x y ,in which 
ix  represents the input sample , 

iy  means the sample 

output; usually -1  means loss means and +1 indicates the presence. Due to retrieving 

books under cloud conditions related to the dynamic nature, and difficult to be captured, 

support vector machine adopts the kernel function 2
( , ) exp( ) /k x y x y    ,   where 

2

, 1

2

m

i ii j
x y

m






 . Extract the overall books information data and number of readers 

obtained from several libraries forecasts : the author extracted the main ingredient values 

to obtain data sets, and collected overall support vector data sets as training data, using 

support vector machine algorithm for global mining. 

Focused on the information for each supermarket, the author extracted according to a 

certain proportion 1000,2000,3000 records of product information as measurement 

sample evenly distributed in three different databases, using Literature [13], [14] and the 

algorithm of this paper to compare their vector machine number, operation duration, 

classification accuracy rate, and the results are shown in Table 1. This paper compares 

SVM and distributed, centralized SVM, as shown in Table 2. 

Table 1. Comparison between Distributed SVM Algorithm 

Name  Algorithm  
Support 

Vector  

Run Time 

(sec)  
Classification accuracy 

Supermarket 

1 Product 

Information 

Literature[13

] algorithm 
70 19.34 63.27% 

Literature[14

] algorithm 
75 15.23 68.37% 

 the proposed 

algorithm 
85 12.05 80.15% 

Supermarket 

2 Product 

Information 

Literature[13

] algorithm 
55 36.12 49.18% 

Literature[14

] algorithm 
62 32.14 53.27% 

 the proposed 

algorithm 
67 28.96 80.19% 

Supermarket 

3Product 

Information 

Literature[13

] algorithm 
80 56.21 70.21% 

Literature[14

] algorithm 
84 39.72 73.19% 

 the proposed 

algorithm 
87 20.23 85.27% 

 

From Table 1 it is found that, when compared the proposed algorithm with Literature [13], 
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[14] algorithms, it has saved the running time, but the classification accuracy is moderate, 

showing that  the algorithm in this paper is effective. 

Table 2. Comparison of the Proposed SVM, Distributed SVM and Centralized 
SVM  

Record 

number of test 

information  

Support 

Vector 

Machine  

Suppor

t 

Vector   

Time (sec)  Accuracy (%) 

1000 

the proposed 

SVM 

152 27.15 89.23 

centralized 

SVM  

184 20.34 79.14 

distributed 

SVM 

194 17.47 69.15 

2000 

the proposed 

SVM 

915 524.29 89.25 

centralized 

SVM  

1232 429.24 82.35 

distributed 

SVM 

3128 352.26 79.25 

3000 

the proposed 

SVM 

7231 1562.34 88.29 

centralized 

SVM  

8251 1320.29 80.18 

distributed 

SVM 

9217 10256.16 75.26 

 

From Table 2 it can be found that when the data is in distributed environment, the 

proposed SVM by introducing penalty factor only has to summarize data set and supports 

vector properties characteristic values for aggregation; the amount of data it needs is far 

less than the amount of distribution record data. Meanwhile, SVM herein has higher 

accuracy than the centralized and distributed SVM. From the overall performance point of 

view, by conducting book information mining in SVM environment proposed by this 

paper  has more advantages than that of the centralized and distributed SVM in real 

environment. 
 

6. Conclusion  

How to dig out the useful information in the cloud computing environment is the focus 

of current research, but because the data in cloud computing itself is dynamic with uneven 

distribution, the author has proposed to introduce a penalty factor in SVM while in the 

cloud computing model Map / Reduce to adopt three options algorithm , which to a 

certain extent has improved the accuracy of the information mining under cloud 

computing environment; the experiment proved that the proposed mining algorithms 

could achieve good results in cloud computing mining resources. 
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